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	Practical Matlab Applications for Engineers (Practical Matlab for Engineers), 9781420047769 (1420047760), CRC Press, 2008
Practical Matlab Applications for Engineers provides a tutorial for those with a basic understanding of Matlab®. It can be used to follow Misza Kalechman’s, Practical Matlab Basics for Engineers (cat no. 47744). This volume explores the concepts and Matlab tools used in the solution of advanced course work for engineering and technology students. It covers the material encountered in the typical engineering and technology programs at most colleges. It illustrates the direct connection between theory and real applications. Each chapter reviews basic concepts and then explores those concepts with a number of worked out examples.     
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QoS in Integrated 3G NetworksArtech House Publishers, 2002
This book is intended to provide a self-contained general understanding of the factors that determine quality of service (QoS) in a third-generation (3G) mobile network that interacts with other fixed networks. Since QoS is an end-end quantity, and the mobile networks interact both with each other and with fixed networks, the discussion includes...

		

Integrating Facebook iOS SDK with Your ApplicationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Optimize the social power of your applications by integrating the popular Facebook iOS SDK


	Overview

	
		Effectively promote your Social Applications through Facebook
	
		Invite your friends to use your application
	
		Learn and understand Facebook iOS features with hands-on examples

...

		

Python for EveryoneJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Cay Horstmann's Python for Everyone provides readers with step-by-step guidance, a feature that is immensely helpful for building confidence and providing an outline for the task at hand. “Problem Solving” sections stress the importance of design and planning while “How...





	

Gas Installation TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book aims to cover all areas of the gas industry that the operative is likely to encounter. It has purposely grouped together all the various aspects of gas work to include natural gas and LPG with domestic and commercial installations. This may seem strange to some, but it overcomes the problem of repeating topics and cross-checking and...


		

Lonely Planet East Africa (Multi Country Guide)Lonely Planet, 2012

	“Gentle gorillas, stampeding wildebeest, snowcapped peaks, paradisiacal beaches and an amazing array of tribal cultures – all this and more await you in East Africa, one of Africa’s most enticing corners.” – Mary Fitzpatrick, Lonely Planet Writer
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Mac OS X for Java GeeksO'Reilly, 2003
Mac OS X for Java Geeks delivers a complete and detailed look at the Mac OS X platform, geared specifically at Java developers. Programmers using the 10.2 (Jaguar) release of Mac OS X, and the new JDK 1.4, have unprecedented new functionality available to them. Whether you are a Java newbie, working your way through...
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